TREND Collection

A perfect home
for magnificent plants

LECHUZA FOREWORD

LECHUZA

LECHUZA® – Convincing planter design
for home and patio
The new Outdoor Collection will catch your eye with its design
and impress you with its exceptional functionality.
Dear customer,
Trendy, robust and absolutely practical are characteristics that describe all of the planters
in the LECHUZA Trend Collection. Gardens become an even more beautiful place to reside
when plants find their home in LECHUZA.
And we have even more exciting surprises for you this coming season with new planters
and features such as the new BALCONERA balcony brackets, which secure to railings
in no time, or TRIO, the new and versatile trough planter. TRIO is perfect as a room divider,
windbreak and privacy screen or even as a stylish bed for gourmet vegetables on your patio.
As always, every planter is equipped with the proven LECHUZA sub-irrigation system.
These and many more surprises await you on the following pages. We hope you enjoy our
new range of products!
Sincerely,
Your LECHUZA Team

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Easy to transport
Shatterproof, impact-resistant and frostproof
UV-resistant
Integrated overflow function for outdoor use
Available with the LECHUZA sub-irrigation system
Manufactured in Germany under the highest production standards
100 % recyclable
Offer a complete range of LECHUZA accessories for enjoying plants
in your home, on your patio and in your garden

TRIO Cottage 30 – Phyllostachys aurea

LECHUZA's innovative BALCONERA, CUBE and CUBICO planters have been nominated for and presented
with international awards from distinguished juries for exceptional product design and quality.

CUBE

•

CUBICO

LECHUZA Planters

BALCONERA
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COTTAGE

LECHUZA

TRIO Cottage 30 – Solanum

Cottage

Stylish contours with a
robust surface structure
The Cottage family features a natural wicker look and offers
numerous combination possibilities for harmonious planter
arrangements on your patio or in your garden.

TRIO Cottage
This innovative room divider
with trellis is also ideal as a mini
vegetable bed.

CILINDRO Cottage
The Cottage range now includes
the modern column-shaped planter
with a new surface design.

CUBICO Cottage
The popular CUBICO design with the
robust Cottage structure for outdoors
is convincing in both form and function.

CUBE Cottage
CUBE's stylish, elegant and virtually
weightless appearance balances
even the tallest plantings.
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TRIO COTTAGE

LECHUZA

Versatile trough planter
The new TRIO planter will impress you with its many practical
details and inspire your creativity.
With a shape that matches CUBICO and BALCONERA, TRIO Cottage is a versatile
trough planter for patios and balconies:
•

Simple precultivation of plants. Three interchangeable plant liners allow
you to precultivate plantings with ease. Use the sturdy recessed carrying
handles to conveniently carry the three precultivated TRIO plant liners to the
desired location and set them in the TRIO planter.

•

Perfect for overwintering. Plantings that are not frostproof can be moved
to a dry, bright location for the winter months.

•

An elegant privacy screen. LECHUZA TRIO lets you create beautiful privacy
screens for your patio. Add the trellis (patent pending), which you can easily
attach to the planter, and the right plant and you have an original screen and
windbreak in no time.

•

Robust surface structure. TRIO's robust wicker design is UV-resistant
and extremely durable: And the high-quality polypropylene even stands up to
frost without breaking.

The three TRIO plant
liners, each with a onegallon water reservoir,
ensure a well-balanced
water supply that is
essential for thriving
plants, especially
tomatoes.

TRIO Cottage 30 – Hedera helix

TRIO plant liners

TRIO trellis

• Easy to interchange
• Easy transport even
for tall plantings

Trellis for TRIO Cottage
with three adjustable cross
braces and 20 plant clips
TRIO Cottage 30 – Lillium

TRIO Cottage 30 – tomato plant

TRIO Cottage 30 – Myrthus Tarentina
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BALCONERA COTTAGE

LECHUZA
BALCONERA Cottage 80 – Aster novi-belgii, Antirrhinum majus, Platycodon grandiflorus

BALCONERA brings balcony dreams to life
BALCONERA cares for your balcony plantings
with a number of practical features.
•

Robust surface. The impact-resistant Cottage structure stands up to
the elements.

•

Dependable water supply. BALCONERA has an integrated water
reservoir that reliably provides your plants with water even on hot days.

•

Complete watering control. The water level indicator always shows
you when your plant needs water.

•

Easy to plant. First mount BALCONERA, then lift the pre-planted
liners into the balcony box with ease. No more heavy lifting of bulky
potted balcony boxes.

•

Perfect for overwintering. Move your plants in their plant liners to a
suitable location with sufficient light for the winter – and decorate your
BALCONERA with branches and twigs, for example.

BALCONERA Cottage 50 – Rosa

BALCONERA interchangeable liner

BALCONERA balcony brackets

The first balcony box
with interchangeable
plant liners.

• Hidden from view
• For mounting on
balconies and walls
• Available in white and black

BALCONERA Cottage 80 –
Petunia, Matthiola, Heliotrop, Lavendula

NEW: LECHUZA balcony
brackets

BALCONERA Cottage 80 – Chrysanthemum indicum
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CILINDRO COTTAGE

LECHUZA

Elegant and natural
The popular Cottage design gives the CILINDRO planter
a very graceful appearance.
The Cottage family is growing: CILINDRO's modern shape now has a new look
that opens up a world of possibilities for creative arrangements on your balcony
and patio using LECHUZA's practical outdoor planters. CILINDRO planters are
not just attractive. They also have many other convincing attributes:
•

Easy to plant. The interchangeable plant liner with sturdy carrying handles
simplifies changing any planting. Even overwintering is a snap.

•

No waterlogging. Simply remove the red drain plug in the bottom of the planter
when used outdoors. The clear excess rainwater drains, while the integrated water
reservoir stays full and continues to provide your plants with water.

CILINDRO Cottage 32 – Pennisetum setaceum

CILINDRO plant liner

The sturdy carrying handles
let you effortlessly lift the planting
out of CILINDRO.
CILINDRO Cottage 32 – Veronica

CILINDRO Cottage 32 – Lavendel

CILINDRO Cottage 32 – Solanum
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CUBICO COTTAGE

LECHUZA

Indestructibly beautiful
Tucked away inside the CUBICO planter, the LECHUZA sub-irrigation
system dependably supplies your plants with water, just as nature
intended.
CUBICO Cottage is not your typical wicker planter: It perfectly combines exceptional
column planter design and the unmistakable CUBICO silhouette with an appealing
surface structure for a planter that is not only beautiful but extremely durable as well.
This makes CUBICO Cottage planters the first choice for outdoors. This high-quality
planter is at home anywhere style and outdoor durability are a must.
•

Indestructible. The durable surface structure is perfect for balconies and patios.

•

Stands up to the elements. Direct sunlight or cool temperatures in winter,
even frost, will not harm CUBICO Cottage.

•

Consummate design. Every CUBICO features perfect contours, premium
quality craftsmanship and is made in Germany. CUBICO planters are completely
watertight and will not tip over thanks to their sturdy design.

CUBICO Cottage 40 – Begonia betulia

CUBICO Cottage 40 – Agave Ferox

CUBICO plant liner

With rain overflow function
for outdoor use
CUBICO Cottage 30 – Thunbergia

CUBICO Cottage 40 – Hydrangea
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CUBE COTTAGE

LECHUZA

Stylish design for your plants
Compact yet graceful: If you appreciate the extraordinary,
CUBE is your first choice.
CUBE gives the impression of weightlessness. This compact cube-shaped
planter with a linear wicker look stands for modern design; the graceful
bottom arch presents plants as if they were effortlessly suspended from
the ground.
•

High plant volume. Even larger plants have plenty of room in the
CUBE 40 plant liner.

•

Modern surface. The innovative structure fits well with both the country
house style and modern loft designs.

•

Mobile thanks to rollers. The coaster is easy to slide under the CUBE
planter even when it's planted. It disappears under the CUBE planter
and makes it and its planting mobile.

CUBE Cottage 40 – Liriope muscari

CUBE plant liner

CUBE coaster

The sturdy carrying handles
disappear back into the liner
after use.

• Makes CUBE mobile,
even outdoors
• Carries up to 330 lbs
CUBE Cottage 40 – Cupressus ‘Goldcrest’

CUBE Cottage 40 – Agave Desmettiana
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COLOR

LECHUZA

Color

Convincing planter design
in modern colors
This uncomplicated planter from the Trend Collection
spices up balconies and patios with fresh colors.
Summer is on its way!

CUBICO Color
CUBICO's classic silhouette
in fresh colors.

CLASSICO Color
With or without interchangeable plant liner:
CLASSICO Color always finds the perfect
place for your favorite plants.

CUBICO Color 40 – Trachycarpus fortune
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CLASSICO COLOR

LECHUZA

Magnificent plant growth
in colorful CLASSICOs
The CLASSICO Color models come in four sizes and now
feature an interchangeable liner and decorative frame handle.
Attractive design and brilliant color in mocha, white, aubergine
and cherry: With its subtle style, CLASSICO Color perfectly showcases plants on balconies and patios.
•

Colorful. Four sizes and four colors add cheer to your balcony.

•

Decorative. The decorative frame handle in the new CLASSICO
Color planters is also a stylistic element that adds appeal to
the ensemble.

•

Exciting. With the interchangeable liner you can see if the roots
of your plants have already reached the water reservoir.

•

Interchangeable. Thanks to the interchangeable liner you can
easily repot and change the planting.

CLASSICO Color 35 – Erica gracilis

CLASSICO coaster

The coaster easily disappears
even under potted planters
(available for CLASSICO Color 43).

The new interchangeable liner

Easily repot and change
the planting
CLASSICO Color 28 – Bougainvillea

CLASSICO Color 35 – Rosa patio
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CUBICO COLOR

LECHUZA
CUBICO Color 40 – Strelitzia reginae

Elegant planters for outdoors
Tucked away inside the CUBICO planter, the LECHUZA
sub-irrigation system dependably supplies your plants
with water, just as nature intended.
CUBICO column planters feature a stylish and attractive design. The Color
line has a range of bright planters with a UV-resistant surface that stands up
to the elements. Their high-quality material can even handle frost and low
temperatures without breaking.

CUBICO
plant liner

CUBICO
coaster

Changing the
planting is a snap

Available for
CUBICO 30 and 40

CUBICO Color 40 – Phormium Variegatum

CUBICO Color 40 – Buxus sempervirens

•

Versatile. The CUBICO plant liner is ideal for precultivating plantings
and overwintering.

•

Sturdy. High-quality plastics ensure that the planters retain their shape
and sturdiness on patios and balconies for many years to come. You
can easily add a weight to the hollow area beneath the liner for added
stability when there are strong winds.

CUBICO Color 30, 40 – Juniperus
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LECHUZA SUB-iRRigation SYSteM

What makes planters from LECHUZA
different? Everything.
LECHUZA planters are not just aesthetic.
They are also beautiful on the inside.

the original leCHUZa
sub-irrigation system
•

LECHUZA's original sub-irrigation
system turns plant care into child's play.

•

Never overwater your plants again

•

Up to 12 weeks without further
watering
Water level indicator
Ensures complete watering control
Water supply shaft
Makes adding water and liquid fertilizer easy
leCHUZa-Pon as a separating layer
Perfectly controls the water supply to the plants
Separator
Forms the water reservoir in the bottom of the planter
Drain plug
Is removed to allow excess rainwater to drain
when used outdoors.

leCHUZa-Pon plant substrate
LECHUZA-PON is a structurally stable plant substrate
that has optimum properties for plants and is the perfect
alternative in places where organic soil cannot be used.
LECHUZA-PON as a plant substrate: Used in combination
with the LECHUZA sub-irrigation set, your plants benefit
twofold.

E IN
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Y
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Composition:
zeolites, pumice, lava
and depot fertilizer

GER MA

N

absolute quality “Made in germany”
LECHUZA planters are manufactured and finished at the German production site in
Dietenhofen, Franconia, under the highest production standards.
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LECHUZA aSSoRtMent

Product overview
TRIO Cottage

BALCONERA Cottage

CILINDRO Cottage

Model and size

Models and sizes

Models and sizes

Model

WxDxH

Water reservoir 1

TRIO 30

39 x 13 x 13 inch approx. 3 x 1 US.liq.gal.
100 x 32 x 34 cm approx. 3 x 4 l
1

with the LECHUZA sub-irrigation set

Model

WxDxH

Water reservoir 1

Model

Dim.

Water reservoir 1

BALCONERA 50

20 x 7 x 7 inch
50 x 19 x 19 cm
32 x 7 x 7 inch
79 x 19 x 19 cm

approx. 100 US.fl.oz.
approx. 3 l
approx. 1.3 US.liq.gal.
approx. 5 l

CILINDRO 23

9 x 16 inch
23 x 41 cm
13 x 22 inch
32 x 56 cm

approx. 68 US.fl.oz.
approx. 2 l
approx. 1 US.liq.gal.
approx. 4 l

BALCONERA 80

1

B

a

C

B LECHUZA sub-irrigation set
C Trellis

1

with the LECHUZA sub-irrigation set

B

a

A Plant liner (with drain
function) for BALCONERA
Cottage 50, water level
indicator, supply shaft
cap and sub-irrigation
system.

C

A Plant liner with recessed carrying handles

with the LECHUZA sub-irrigation set

B

a

CILINDRO 32

A Plant liner with recessed carrying handles
B LECHUZA sub-irrigation set

B 2 x plant liner (with drain function) for
BALCONERA Cottage 80, water level indicator,
supply shaft cap and sub-irrigation system.
C Balcony brackets

Colors / Surface structure

Colors / Surface structure

Colors / Surface structure

white

granite

white

granite

white

granite

mocha

black

mocha

black

mocha

black

CUBICO Cottage

CUBE Cottage

CUBICO Color

Models and sizes

Model and size

Models and sizes

Model

WxDxH

Water reservoir 1

Model

WxDxH

CUBICO 30

12 x 12 x 22 inch
30 x 30 x 56 cm
16 x 16 x 30 inch
40 x 40 x 75 cm

approx. 1 US.liq.gal.
approx. 4 l
approx. 2 US.liq.gal.
approx. 8 l

CUBE 40

16 x 16 x 17 inch approx. 2 US.liq.gal.
40 x 40 x 44 cm approx. 8 l

CUBICO 40

1

Water reservoir 1

1

with the LECHUZA sub-irrigation set

Model

WxDxH

Water reservoir 1

CUBICO 22

9 x 9 x 16 inch
22 x 22 x 41 cm
12 x 12 x 22 inch
30 x 30 x 56 cm
16 x 16 x 30 inch
40 x 40 x 75 cm

approx. 68 US.fl.oz.
approx. 2 l
approx. 1 US.liq.gal.
approx. 4 l
approx. 2 US.liq.gal.
approx. 8 l

CUBICO 30
CUBICO 40

with the LECHUZA sub-irrigation set

1

B

a

B

a

C

B

a

C

with the LECHUZA sub-irrigation set

C

A Plant liner with recessed carrying handles

A Plant liner with recessed carrying handles

A Plant liner with recessed carrying handles

B LECHUZA sub-irrigation set

B LECHUZA sub-irrigation set

B LECHUZA sub-irrigation set

C Coaster

C Coaster

C Coaster (for CUBICO 30 and 40)

Colors / Surface structure

Colors / Surface structure

Colors

white

granite

white

granite

mocha

black

mocha

black

white

aubergine

mocha

cherry

aSSoRtMent

Coaster

CLASSICO Color
Models and sizes

The CUBICO coaster
is available for CUBICO 30 and 40 in
three plastic finishes (white, granite, black)

white

granite

black

CUBE 40 & CLASSICO 43 Coaster
Makes CUBE 40 and CLASSICO 43
mobile – without being seen. Available
with a black plastic finish
Model

Dim.

Water reservoir 1

CLASSICO 21

9 x 8 inch
21 x 20 cm
11 x 10 inch
28 x 26 cm
14 x 13 inch
35 x 33 cm
17 x 16 inch
43 x 40 cm

approx. 27 US.fl.oz.
approx. 1 l
approx. 68 US.fl.oz.
approx. 2 l
approx. 1 US.liq.gal.
approx. 4 l
approx. 1.6 US.liq.gal.
approx. 6 l

CLASSICO 28
CLASSICO 35
CLASSICO 43

1

with the LECHUZA sub-irrigation set

black

PICO

LECHUZA-PON
Package sizes
6 liters (1.4 US.dry.gal)
12 liters (2.7 US.dry.gal)
25 liters (5.7 US.dry.gal)

LECHUZA-PON plant substrate (package sizes 6, 12
and 25 liters (1.4, 2.7 and 5.7 US.dry.gal)) is a convincing alternative to conventional potting soil. LECHUZAPON is inorganic and structurally stable, and therefore
guarantees optimum root aeration of the plants.

B

a

A Plant liner with recessed frame handle,
water level indicator and sub-irrigation set

Watering just got easier
thanks to LECHUZA's PICO
spout extension.

BALCONERA balcony brackets

B Coaster (for CLASSICO 43)
For balcony railings that are
max. 11 cm (4 in) in diameter
and for wall mounting.

white

black

Colors
white

aubergine

mocha

cherry

TRIO trellis
Trellis with two sturdy metal
bars, three adjustable plastic
cross braces and 20 plant clips.

black
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The name LECHUZA is a registered trademark © 2010.
This brochure was printed in Germany on chlorine-free bleached paper.

CUBE Cottage 40 – Liriope muscari

Many of the products featured in this catalog are protected
in numerous countries by industrial property rights for
geobra Brandstätter GmbH & Co. KG.

